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I.  INTRODUCTION 
The  Commission  has  prepared  this  report  in  order  to  comply  with  its 
obligations  under  Article  8.2  of  the  Decision  which  created  the  System. 
The  Decision  setting  up  the  System  was  enacted  for  a  period of  four  years 
and  it  was  established  that  before  the  end  of  that  period,  the 
Commission,  in  the  light  of  the  experience  obtained  would  present  a 
report  with  proposals  on  the  basis  of  which  the  Council  might  decide  upon 
the  continuation or  revision  of  the  System. 
Before  the  expiration of  that  term  and  in  the  second  year  of  operation of 
the  System,  the  Council  requested  the  Commission  to  present  an  interim 
report  on  the  working  of  the  System.  This  report  (COM  (86)  562  final)  was 
approved  by  the  Commission  on  24- October  1986  and  presented  to  the 
Council  held  on  29  October  1986;  the  Council  in  its  conclusions  welcomed 
the  report  of  the  Commission,  underlined  the  importance  of  the  System, 
endorsed  the  efforts  made  by  the  Commission  for  the  operation  and  the 
improvement  of  the  System  and  recommended  that  the  Member  States  make 
full  use  of  the  network. 
The  Consultative  Committee  set  up  by  the  Decision  assisted the  Commission 
"in  the  preparation of  the  present  report  and  expressed itself  broadly  in 
favour  of  its contents  and  conclusions. 
II.  BACKGROUND 
The  preliminary  programme  of  the  1European  Community  for  a  consumer 
protection  and  information  policy  contained  among  the  principles 
applicable  in  the field  of  protection  of  health  and  safety  of  consumers, 
one  which  stated  that  "goods  and  services  offered  to  consumers  must  be 
such  that,  under  normal  or  foreseeable  conditions  of  use  they  present  no 
risk  to  the  health  or  safety  of  consumers.  There  should  be  quick  and 
simple  procedures  for  withdrawing  them  from  the  market  in  the  event  of 
their  presenting  such  risks". 
The  second  programme  o~ the  European  Community  for  a  consumer  protection 
and  information  policy  retained  the  same  principle.  In  that  programme 
the  Commission  indicated  that  in  order  to  comply  with  this  and  the  other 
principles  "the  fullest  and  most  objective  information  possible  must  be 
available  on  the  various  aspects  of  product  safety".  The  Commission 
therefore  proposed  the  creation of  t11o  systems:  a  long  term  surveillance 
system  CEHLASS)  designed  to  collect  information  on  accidents  other  than 
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traffic  and  work  accidents  and  a  short  term  alarm  system  designed  to  cope 
with  serious  and  immediate  dangers;  this  is  the  Rapid  Exchange  System. 
Thus,  the  creation  of  the  System  represents  a  contribution  towards  the 
achievement  of  the  above  mentioned  principle:  consumer  products  put  onto 
the  market  should present  no  risk  to  the  health  and  safety of  consumers. 
In  the  second  programme  it  was  stated  that  the  System  would  enable  the 
responsible  authorities  to  take  necessary  measures  promptly  to  ensure 
public  safety.  The  fulfilment  of  these  objectives  constitutes  the  long 
term  aim  of  the  System  which  should  be  achieved  with  the  adoption  of  a 
General  Consumer  Safety  Directive.  For  the  time  being  and  with  its 
present  structure  the  System  is  only  a  first  step  in  the  creation  of  a 
full  horizontal  approach  to  product  safety  which  would  include  Community 
adoption of  safety measures. 
III.  OPERATION  OF  THE  SYSTEM 
The  Rapid  Exchange  System  is  used  as  a  general  short  term  surveillance 
and  alarm  system  designed  to  cope  with  serious  and  immediate  dangers. 
Member  States  notify  through  this  System  measures  taken  by  them  to 
prevent,  restrict  or  attach  particular  conditions  to  the  marketing  or  use 
or  possible  marketing  or  use  on  their  territory  of  products  because  of 
the  serious  risk  which  those  products  present  for  the  health  or  safety of 
consumers  when  used  in  normal  and  foreseeable  conditions. 
The  System  operates  in  accordance  with  the  detailed  procedures  approved 
by  the  Commission  on  31.7.1985  as  provided  for.under  Article  4  of  the 
Decision.  Member  States  set  up  contact  points  responsible  for 
transmitting  and  rece1v1ng  notifications  from  the  Commission.  The 
Commission  itself  also.  has  a  contact  point  for  food  products  and  a 
contact  point  for  non-food  products.  Whenever  a  Member  State  adopts  a 
measure  to  prevent,  restrict,  or  attach  particular  conditions  to  the 
marketing  or  use  of  consumer  products  because  of  the  risks  they  pose  to 
consumers,  it  must  notify  the  Commission.  Standard  forms  have  been 
jointly  introduced  by  the  Commission  and  the  Member  States  for  each 
sector,  food  and  non-food.  They  are  destined to  serve  as  models  for  data 
to  be  communicated.  ihe  Commission,  in  turn,  transmits  that  information 
to  the  other  Member  States,  in  order  that  they  may  take  appropriate 
action  in  their  territories.  All  Member  States  must  report  to  the 
Commission  on  the  action  they  have  taken.  It  is  especially  provided  for 
under  the  Decision  that,  "whenever  possible,  the  producer,  distributor  or 
importer  of  the  product  shall  be  consulted".  Prior  consultation  is  not 
only  a  valuable  means  of  checking  the  available  information  but  has  also 
a  very  positive  preventive  effect:  producers  and  importers  may 
voluntarily  take  action  by  recalling  or  withdrawing  products  when 
approached  by  the  competent  authorities  even  in  cases  in  which  the  risk 
is  not  established  to  an  extent  that  would  allow  action  to  be  taken  by 
Member  States.  Prior  consultation  also  permits  to  avoid  unnecessary 
conflict  between  producers  or  importers  and  the  authorities. 
Article  2  of  the  Decision  establishes  that  the  System  covers  all  products 
intended  for  use  by  consumers  except  those  intended  exclusively  for 
rrofessional  use  and  those  \.lhich  under  other  Community  instruments  are 
the  subject  of  equivalent  notification  procedures.  Food  products  fall 
1-.'ithin  the  field  of  application  of  the  Decision.  The  informal  Rapid 
Exchange  System  for  foodstuffs  already  in  operation  from  1978,  has  been 
maintained  follo  ... dng  the  dec lal"ation  inserted  in  the  minutes  cf  the 
proceedings  of  the  Council  meeting  where  the  Decision  84/133/EEC  was 
adopted. The  food  products  network  operates  with  the  following  structure: 
- A  network  of  points  of  contact  which  consists  of  responsible  persons 
from  the  food-products  sectors  of  Member  States  and  of  the  Commission. 
-A  "red"  telephone,  that  is  a  direct  line  installed  in  the  relevant 
"Food-products"  service  at  the  Commission  as  well  as  a  telex  Link  used 
by  the  contact  point  in  each  Member  State  to  send  information directly 
to  the  Commission.  The  Commission  evaluates  the  information  received 
and  is able  to  automatically  transmit  the  message  received  to the  other 
contact  points. 
The  above  situation  is  refLected  in  point  1  of  the  detailed  procedures 
which  state: 
"Food  products  are  also  covered  by  the  Council  Decision.  However,  since 
the  informal  system  set  up  some  years  ago  in  this  sector  functions 
satisfactorily  it  should  be  maintained  and  the  names,  addresses  and 
telephone  and  telex  numbers  of  the  persons  responsible  for  transmitting 
and  receiving  information  remain  unchanged.  In  practical  terms,  the 
existing system therefore,  continues  as  before." 
Consequently,  all  legal  obligations  deriving  from  the  Decision  are 
equally  and  without  any  distinction  applicable  to  food  and  non-food 
products.  The  necessary  coordination  between  both  networks  is  assured  and 
notifications  received  by  each  network  are  exchanged. 
The  Decision  created  a  Consultative  Committee  which  assists  the 
Commission  in  the  implementation  and  the  management  of  the  System.  The 
Consultative  Committee  has  met  8  times  since  its  creation.  Recently  its 
.field of activity has  been  enlarged  by  the  adoption  by  the  Counc!l  of  the 
Directive  of  25  June  1987  (87/357/EEC)  on  Dangerous  Imitations  ,  which 
in  Article  4  provides  that  the  Committee  may  be  consulted  in  connection 
with  the  application  of  the  Directive,  at  the  request  of  the  Commission 
or  of  a  Member  State. 
As  a  result  of  discussions  held  in  the  Consultative  Committee,  the 
Commission  asked  Member  States  to  provide  information  on  how  they  dealt 
with  notifications  received  through  the  System.  The  information  received 
shows  that  the  way  notifications  are  dealt  with  varies  considerably 
between  Member  States,  owing  to  differences  in  the  responsibilities, 
powers  and  structures  of  the  authorities  responsible.  However,  in  general 
terms,  all  Member  States  follow  the  following  steps: 
1.  The  contact  point  in  the  national  authority  designated  under  Article  5 
(normally  a  Ministry)  decides  which  other  Ministry  or  Ministries  are 
competent  to  deal  with  the  notification.  If  there  is  no  other  body  to 
accept  the file,  it  is  dealt  with  by  the  national  authority  itself  (8, 
DK,  EU. 
2.  A check  on  the  market  is  then  carried  out  to  ascertain  whether  the 
product  is  on  sale.  In  Portugal,  enquiry  is  also  made  of  the  customs 
department  to  know  if  there  is  any  record  of  the  product  being 
irr:ported.  In  the  case  of  certain  countries  (8  - for  certain  product 
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areas  - EL,  F,  IRL,  I,  LUX,  NL,  P,  UK)  the  national  authority  has  at 
its  d{sposal  an  Inspectorate  which  is  able  to  make  this  check 
throughout  the territory of the  Member  State. 
3.  If  and  when  the  notified  product  is  found  on  sale,  most  countries  have 
it  tested  for  the  reported  danger  in  an  official  or  officially 
approved  laboratory.  If  the  danger  is  confirmed,  subsequent  action 
depends  on  the  legal  powers  available. 
4.  In  certain  countries  (DK,  D,  EL,  ESP,  F,  IRL,  I,  LUX,  P,  UK),  any 
consumer  product  can  be  either  temporarily  blocked  or  banned  as 
appropriate.  In  others  (8,  NL),  this  power  only  extends  to  certain 
categories  of  products  which  causes  problems  when  action  needs  to  be 
taken  concerning  non-regulated  products.  In  the  Netherlands  no  power 
exists  to  order  withdrawal  of  stocks  from  the  market,  but  the  products 
may  be  blocked  at  wholesalers  or  seized.  In  the  Federal  republic  of 
Germany  the  power  to  block  has  certain  limitations  concerning  the 
withdrawal  of  products  from  shops. 
No  Member  State  has  adopted  any  regulation  specifically  to  implement 
the  Decision  84/133/EEC,  although  Spain  and  Greece  have  such  a  measure 
in  preparation,  which  includes  the  setting up  of  a  similar  network  at 
national  level  linking  regional  and  national  authorities. 
5.  As  concerns  the  closing of  the file,  two  approaches  exist.  One  is  that 
the  file  can  be  closed  either  after  a  search  has  revealed  that  the 
product  is  not  being  sold  or  that,  if  found,  adequate  measures 
(including decisions  not  to  take  action)  hav~ been  taken  CD,  DK,  F, · 
IRL,  I,  LUX,  NL,  P).  The  other  is  that  the  file  can  never  be  formally 
closed  (0,  EL,  ESP,  UK)  because  the  product  can  appear/reappear  at  a 
later date. 
These  two  approaches  are  not  necessarily  incompatible  because,  even  if 
a  file  is  theoretically  "closed
11
,  a  fresh  report  of  the  presence  of 
the  product  on  the  national  territory will  bring it alive again. 
IV.  EQUIVALENT  SYSTE"S 
a)  Pharmaceutical  products 
Under  the  cguncil  Directive  75/319/EEC  4,  as  amended  by  the  Directive 
83/570/EEC  ,  Member  States  are  obliged  to  exchange  all  appropriate 
information  needed  to  guarantee  the  quality,  the  safety  and  efficiency of 
medicinal  products  (Article  30)  and  to  inform  the  Committee  for 
proprietary medicinal  products  immediately  of  any  steps  to  prohibit,  to 
Hithdraw  from  sale  or  to  suspend  a  proprietary  medicinal  product  from  the 
market. 
In  the  cvse  of  an  emergency  this  information  is systematically  exchanged 
through  a  network  of  contact  persons  in  the  12  Ministries  of  Health  and 
in  the  Commission  Service  III/8/6  responsible  for  pharmaceutical 
products.  The  list  of  contact  persons  is  updated  in  the  Committee  for 
Proprietary  Medicinal  Products.  Most  of  the  urgent  information  is 
transmitted by  telex  or  telefax. 
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This  information  is  subsequently  examined  by  the  Committee  for 
Proprietary  Medicinal  Products  ~o~hich  holds  plenary  meetings  every  t~o~o 
months  and  special  meetings  ~o~henever  they  are  required.  Medicines 
examined  under  the  drug-monitoring  heading  are  the  subject  of data  sheets 
in  which  their status  iri  the  12  Member  States  is  described;  these  sheets 
are  inserted  in  a  document  ~o~hich  is  updated  every  t~o~o  months. 
As  an  example,  the  document  compiled  on  13.10.1987  (III/457/86  Rev.  11) 
describes  the  current  situation  of  17  medicines  and  ~o~as  distributed  in 
confidence  in  November  1987  to  Member  States  representatives. 
The  exchange  of this  information  could  be  facilitated  by  the  use,  ~o~ithin 
the  next  t~o~o  years,  of  computer-based  systems. 
b)  Animal  Diseases  Notification  System  CADNS) 
Under  Article  9  of  Directive  64/432/EEC,  it  is  provided  that  Member 
States  may  take  certain  measures  to  safeguard  their  herds  from  serious 
animal  diseases  which  occur  in  other  Member  States.  This  System  is 
designed  to  deal  with  purely animal  health  problems. 
When  such  measures  are  taken,  the  Commission  coordinates  action 
throughout  the  Community.  In  order  to  carry  out  this  function,  an 
intensive  exchange  of  information  on  disease  outbreaks  between  the 
Commission  and  the  Member  States  takes  place  <about  40-50  cases  per 
week).  A  computer-managed  programme  based  on  telex  transmission  of 
disease  data  was  introduced  in  1985.  An  Interactive  Data  Entry  System 
(IDES)  has  now  been  developed  which  allows  Member  States  to  enter their 
own  data  directly  into  the  Commission  computer  and  receive  reports  from 
the  rest  of the  Community. 
V.  EVALUATIOU 
The  Commission  indicated  in  the  Interim  Report  of  1986  that  certain 
shortcomings  in  compliance  ~o~ith  the. Decision  had  been  observed  during  the 
starting up  phase.  In  particular it  was  stated that  not  all  cases  meeting 
the  criteria  for  notification  had  been  reported  to  the  Commission.  A 
problem  not  noted  in  the  Report  was  that  notifications  received  did  not 
always  contain  sufficient  information  for  the  products  to  be  easily 
identified  on  the  market.  It  was  also  indicated  that  Member  States  did 
not  alwilys  inform  the  C:omrnission  of  the  action  taken  following  the 
reception  of  information.  One  year  Later  it  can  be  said  that  a  certain 
improvem('nt  has  taken  place  as  regards  these  matters.  The  number  of 
notifications  has  increased  during  1987  perhaps  as  a  result  of  the 
increased  awareness  of  the  System  on  the  part  of  national  officials  in 
the  various  Ministries.  Also  as  regards  reporting  to  the  Commission  of 
action  taken  following  notification  a  change  is  visible  in  most  Member 
States  although  the  level  of  reporting  cannot  still  be  considered  as 
satisfactory.  Informal  contacts  between  contact  points  before  and  after 
the  notifications  have  also  played  a  valuable  role  in  the  management  of 
the  System.  Although  there  is  still  much  room  for  improvement  it  seems 
quite  clear  that  the  System  is  moving  in  the  right  direction  and  will 
continue  to  improve. 
A  list  of  the  notifications  rec~ived,  both  food  and  non-food,  between 
March  1985  and  31  December  1987  is  annexed  (Annexes  II  and  III).  It  will 
be  noted  that  of  the  non-food  cases,  approximately  fifty  percent  are 
electrical  goods.  Fortunitely,  of  the  eighteen  notifications  involved, only  one  directly  concerns  children.  This -'predominance  of  e teet rica l 
products  can  be  explained  by  the  fact  that  imported  electrical  goods  are 
normally  subject  to  testing  to  ascertain  whether  they  are  in  conformity 
with  the  Community  "low  voltage"  Directive.  The  existence of  standards  in 
this field  results  in  a  proportionately  high  level  of  rejections  compared 
with  product  areas  which  are  less  regulated.  Whether  such  rejected 
products  should  automatically  be  regarded  as  presenting  a  serious  and 
immediate  danger  to  the  public  is  a  matter  which  merits  further 
consideration. 
Of  the  non-food notifications  listed,  it  is  of  interest  that  about  fifty 
percent  originate  in  non-Community  countries,  both  European  and  others. 
It  would  be  overly-fastidious  to  review  all  the  food-sector  cases 
occurring during  these  last  four  years;  it will  suffice  to  be  reminded  of 
the  more  important  cases  such  as  that  of  the  prawns,  the  problems  with 
wine  and  the  effects  of  Chernobyl,  to  realize  the  usefulness  and 
efficiency of  the  System. 
More  recently  the  contamination  of  cheese  by  listeria  has  created serious 
problems  and  has  drawn  wide  attention  throughout  the  Community.  The 
exchange  of  information  through  the  System,  supplemented  with  other 
actions  taken  in  connection  with  Agricultural  Policy,  has  allowed  Member 
States  to  dispose  of  very  valuable  information  in  order  to  deal  with  this 
hazard. 
As  far  as  Chernobyl  is  concerned,  it is  solely thanks  to this  System  that 
since  6  May  1986,  t~e  Commission  has  adopted  a  Recommendation  relating  to 
the  coordination  of  national  measures  taken  in  respect  of  agricultural 
products  as  6 ,  result.  of  radioactive  fallout  from  the  Soviet  Union 
(86/156/EEC)  • 
At  the  present  time,  it  is  still  the  ·foodstuffs  sector  which  assures 
mutual  information  between  Member  States  and  the  Commission  on  the  level 
of  radio-activity  in  agricultural  products,  although  it  had  not  been 
foreseen  that  this  System  would  be  used  for  cases  involving 
radio-activity following  nuclear  accidents.  · 
The  foodstuffs  network  is  especially  characterized  by  its  great 
flexibility.  It  has  developed,  over  the  course  of  the  years,  a  cohesion 
between  the  different  points  of  contact  and  a  feeling  of  responsibility 
~hich ensures  that  the  exchanges  arc  frequent,  regular  and  not  just  as  a 
result  of  notification,  in  such  a  way  that  it  is  not  always  necessary  to 
release official  ~arnings.  The  network  allows  for  a  collegial  cooperation 
which  goes  well  beyond  the  strict  implementation  of  a  legal  act  and 
provides  opportunities  for  mutual  help. 
At  the  time  of  adopting  the  Decision  it  was  thought  that  a  more  precise 
definition  of  what  was  meant  by  serious  and  immediate  danger  could  be 
adopted after  the  four  years  of  operation  of  the  System.  The  matter  has 
been  discussed  at  length  in  several  meetings  of  the  Consultative 
Committee.  There  exists  two  approaches  to  the  problem: 
1.  The  first  one  considers  that  the  absence  of  a  definition  may  sometimes 
prevent  Member  States  from  notifying  certain  cases  because  they  cannot 
consider  the  danger  posed  to  consumers  as  serious  or  immediate.  It  has 
been  pointed  out  to  the  Commissibn  that  certain measures  of  withdrawal  of 
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products  taken  by  the  competent  authorities  for  the  application  of 
electric  appliances  legislation  could  not  be  notified because  the  nature 
of  the  risk  they  posed  to  consumers  \.'as  not  serious  nor  immediate. 
According  to  this  approach  very- pragmatic  and  clear  guidelines  for  the 
interpretation  of  "serious  and  immediate"  should  be  approved  by  the 
Committee  in  order  to  \.Iiden  the  scope-of  the  cases  notifiable  under  the 
System. 
2.  The  second  approach  considers  that  a  certain degree  of  flexibility  is 
needed  for  the  operation  of  the  System.  The  definition of  danger  as  \Jell 
as  the  opposite  definition  of  safety  poses  considerable  problems.  The 
concept  of  safety  is  a  changing  one  and  products  which  were  considered 
safe  ten  years  ago  are  now  deemed  to  be  unsafe.  A flexible  approach  would 
allow  authorities  in  the  Member  States  and  in  the  Commission  to  judge  on 
a  case  by  case  basis. 
In  view  of  the  technical  difficulties  which  have  arisen  every  time  that 
the  problem  of  the  definition  of  serious  and  immediate  has  been 
discussed,  the  Commission  considers  that  a  precise definition  should  not 
be  introduced  in  the  text  of  the  Decision  but  should  be  tackled  by  means 
of  guidelines  issued  by  the  Consultative  Committee  which  could  be  easily 
modified  in  the  light  of  experience. 
The  notification  of  voluntary  measures  taken  by  producers  or  importers 
equivalent  to  those  included  in  article  1  of  the  Decision  is  also  an 
important  subject.  Very  often products  are  recalled or  \.'ithdrawn  from  the 
market  by  voluntary  action  of  producers  or  importers  either  as  a  result 
of  contacts  with  authorities  or  at  their  own  initiative.  Notification  of 
this  type  of  measures  is  important  as  products  may  be  withdrawn  in  one 
Member  State  but  continue  to  be  sold  in  another  without  knowledge  of  the 
competent  authorities. 
Member  States  and  the  Commission  considered  at  the  time  of  adoption  of 
the  Decision  that  the  obligation  to  provide  information  thereunder  would 
extend  to  voluntary  action  taken  by  producers  or  importers  if  such  action 
was  taken  at  the  instigation of  national  authorities. 
After  four  years  of  operation  of  the  System,  the  Commission  considers 
this  to  be  a  good  solution.  The  Commission  is  aware  that  in  some  cases 
the  disclosure  of  measures  taken,  even  if  that  disclosure  is  not  made 
public  and  is  restricted  to  national  authorities,  leads  importers  and 
manufacturers  not  to  take  any  measures  for  fear  that  their  reputation  on 
the  market  may  be  seriously  damaged.  The  fact  that  there  is  no  binding 
obligation  to  notify  voluntary  measures  not  taken  at  the  instigation  of 
the  authorities  does  not  prevent  Member  States  from  notifying  these 
measures.  It  should  be  noted  that  a  large  part  of  the  notifications 
received  consist  of  voluntary  measures.  Here  again  the  Commission  feels 
that  there  is  no  need  to  introduce  any  changes  in  that  respect  which,  if 
arpropriate,  should  be  made  in  the  light  of  the  consideration  given  to 
voluntary  actions  in  the  announced  General  Consumer  Safety  Directive. 
The  Commission  announced  in  its  Communication  on  safety  of  consumers  in 
relation  to  consumer  products  of  8  May  1987  (COr1  (87)  209  final)  the 
preparation of  "a  proposal  for  a  general  directive  on  consumer  safety  in 
relation  to  consumer  products".  Such  a  directive  will  of  course  have  a 
close  link  to  the  Rapid  Exchange  System  which,  as  it  has  been  said  in  II 
above,  is  a  first  step  to~ards a  horizontal  aproach  to  consumer  safety  at 
Community  level.  The  services of  the  Commission  are  presently  working  in 
the  preparation  of  a  draft  directive  and  it  is  expected  that  a  proposal will  be  submitted  to  the  Council  in  the  course  of  1988.  The  solutions 
given  in  that  proposal  to  the  problems  posed  will  have  an  effect  on  the 
functioning  of  the  Rapid  Exchange  System. 
The  Commission  is,  at  present,  making  an  effort  to  coordinate,  insofar  as 
possible,  and  to  improve  the  technical  operation of  the  rapid  information 
systems  existing or  to  be  created  in  the  fields  of  environment,  accidents 
at  work  and  civil  defence.  The  results  of  the  research  being  done  at 
present  will  basically deal  with  the  technical  features  of  the  System. 
The  recent  adoption  by  the  Council  of  a  Decision  on  Community 
arrangements  for  the  early  exchange  of  jnformation  in  the  event  of  a 
radiological  emergency  (87/600/EURATOM)  constitutes  a  very  important 
step  and  will,  through  the  coordination  of  the  various  systems,  allow 
information  concerning  radiological  emergencies  which  in  some  cases  may 
affect  consumer  products  to  be  fed  into  the  System.  A short  description 
of  the  new  System  is  attached  as  Annex  IV. 
VI.  CONCLUSimiS 
The  Commission  considers,  as  it  already  stated  in  its  Interim  Report, 
that  the  System  has  proved  its  functioning  capacities  and  efficiency.  The 
System  has  proved  its usefulness  as  a  warning  system  and  as  an  instrument 
of  crisis  management  through  the  various  crisis  which  the  Community  has 
had  to  face  since  its  creation. 
The  System  will  als'o,  as  the  number  of notifications  increases,  provide  a 
valuable  instrument  for  the  prevention  of  accidents  involving  consumer 
products  by  focusing  .attention  on  those  products  or  categories  of 
products  which  have  been  the  subject  of  frequent  measures  in  Member 
·states  and,  as  a  result,  by  establishing priorities  for  action,  both  at 
Member  State  and  Community  level. 
The  fact  that  the  General  Consumer  Safety  Directive  and  the  Rapid 
Exchange  System  are  closely  linked  makes  it advisable  not  to  introduce  at 
this  point  in  time  any  changes  in  the  Decision.  The  solutions  given  in 
the  General  Consumer  Safety  Directive  to  the  various  problems  in  the 
field  of  safety  1-1ill  undoubtedly  affect  the  functioning  of  the  Rapid 
Exchange  System.  This  is  why  the  Commission  considers  that  the  period of 
validity  of  the  Decision  should  be  extended  for  six  more  years,  a 
reasonable  term  to  allaH·  the  adoption  by  the  Council  of  the  General 
Consumer  Safety  Directive. 
Accordingly  the  Commission  presents  this  report  to  the  Council  with  a 
proposal  for  a  decision,  attached  as  Annex  I. 
7  O.J.  N°  l  371  of  30.12.87,  p.76 Proposal  for a 
COUNCIL  DECISION 
amending  Decision 84/133/EEC  introducing a  Community  System  for 
the  rapid exchange  of  information on  dangers arising from  the 
use of  consumer  products 
THE  COUNCIL  Of  THE  EUROPEAII  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard to the Treaty establishing the European  Economic  Community, 
and  in particular Article 235  thereof, 
Having  regard  to the  proposal  from  the  Commission1, 
Having  regard to the opinion of  the European  Parliament2, 
Having  regard to the opinion of  the Economic  and Social  Committee3, 
4  . 
~her•as Article 8C2>  of  Council  Decision 84(133/EEC  provides that the 
Decision remain  in force for a  period of  four  years from  the date of its 
notification and  that, in  the  light of experience,  the  Commission  present  .  .  . 
a  report  with  proposals on  the bBsis of  which  the Council  may  decide upon 
the  continu~tion or  revision of  the  system; . 
~hereas in view  of  the  intention of  the Commission  to submit  to the  Council 
a  proposal  for  a directive on  consUmer  safety it is appropriate to extehd 
for  six more  years  the period  in which  the Decision  is to remain  in force 
without  introducing any  othCr  changes  for  the  present, 
2 
3 
4oJ  No  L 70,  13.3.1984,  p. 16. HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DECISION: 
Article 1 
In Article 8(2)  of  Decision 84/133/EEC  the  words  "four years" are  replaced 
by  the  words  "ten years". 
Article  2 
This  Decision is addressed  to the  Member  States. 
Done  at  For  the  Council ANNEXE  II 
13.1.1988 
(D  91) 
Liste  des  sujets  qui  ant  fait  l'objet  d'un  echange  rapide  d'informations 
~  depuis  septembre  1979 
List  of  subjects  ~hich have  been dealt  with  by  the  rapid  exchange  of  information 
since  September  1979 
Les  problemes  mentionnes  ci-dessous  sont  des  cas  isoles et  ne  constituent  pas  un 
probleme  des  denrees  en  question. 
The  problems  identified  bela~ relate  to  isolated  cases  only  and  not  to  a  problem  of 
the  food  in  question. 
1 •  C  CJ s  en  1979 
Cases  in  1979 
1.1  Calamars  impropres  a La  consommation  (taux  d'azote  basique volatile total  trop 
eleve)  septembre  1979 
Damaged  calamares  (level  of  total  basic  volatile nitrogen  too  high 
2.  Cas  en  1980 
Cases  1n  1980 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
Ailes  de  raies  congelees· 
(Taux  d'azote  basique  volatil total  trop eleve) 
Frozen  skate  ~ings 
<too  high  level  of  total  basic  volatile nitrogen) 
Corned  beef  Cboites  gonflees) 
Corned  beef  Cblo~n cans) 
Crevettes  surgelees  <staphylocoques) 
Quick-frozen  prawns  (staphylococcus) 
Cuisses  de  grenouilles  surgelees 
(taux  d'azote  basique  volatil  total  trop  eleve) 
Quick-frozen  frogs'  legs 
(too  high  level  of  total  basic  volatile nitrogen) 
2.5  Poudre  de  sang  destinee  a  La  fabrication 
de  boudin  Cescherischia) 
?..6 
2.7 
Powdered  blood  for  blood  sausage  (escherischia) 
8lancs  d'encornets 
(taux  d'azote  basique  volatil  total  trop  eleve) 
\-it ite  calamares 
(too  high  Level  of  total  basic  volt:~tile  nitrogen) 
Ris  de  veau  congele 
C:ontamination  microbienne) 
•rozen  sweetbreads 
(microbial  contamination) 
September  1979 
26.1.1980 
24.3.1980 
10.4.1980 
10.4.1980 
30.4.1980 
12.6.1980 
20.6.1980 --g -
2.8  Concentr6  de  pur6e  de  tomates  en  conserve  (teneur  en  plomb  trop  ~lev~e> 
CJnned  concentrated  tomato  puree  (too  high  lead  level>  1.7.1980 
- 2.9  Epaule  de  pore  cuite  (mal  cuitc) 
Cooked  shoulder  of  pork  (badly  cooked) 
2.10  Blancs  de  seiche 
<taux  d'azote  basique  volatil  total) 
White  of  seiche 
(too  high  level  of  total  basic  volatile nitrogen) 
2.11  Petits pots  pour  b~b~s 
(hormones  de  synthese) 
t'.nmed  bully  food 
l c;yntflet i C  dlOI"IIIOilCS) 
2.12  Ris  de  veau  (alteration) 
~weetbreads adulterated) 
2.13  Crevettcs  surgelecs 
(contamination  microbicnne) 
Quick-frozen  prawns 
(microbial  contamination) 
2.14  Tetines  <sucettcs)  Cnitrosamines) 
Babies'  dummies  (nitrosamines) 
2.15  Aerosols  contenant  de  La  neige  artificielle 
Danger  d'inflammabilite · 
., 
·'· 
Aerosols  containing artificial  snow 
danger  to  become  inflammable 
Cas  en  1981 
'i:".Jses  in  1981 
3.1  Ch:Jmpignons  en  conserve  en  tranches 
!contamination  microbiologique) 
C1r1ned  sliced mushrooms 
<microbiological  contamination) 
3.2  l'onunes  (azinphos-methyl) 
Apples  (azinrhos-methyl) 
3.3  .!ambon  en  conserve 
<toxines  du  botulisme) 
Cdnned  ham 
<botulism  toxins) 
3.'•  i':~r·r.e  d'haricots  blancs  pimentee 
t!oxines  du  botulisme) 
3.5 
•.;i,ite  bean  curd  1-1ith  chili 
.!Jotulisrn  toxins) 
Huile  frelatee  en  Espagne 
sroiled oil  in  Spain 
5.8.1980 
26.8.1980 
13.10.19130 
7.11.1980 
10.12.1980 
22.12.1980 
6.1.1981 
6.1.1981 
3.3.198'1 
15.6.1931 
octobre  1981 
October  1981 3.6  Th·m  a l'  hui le  de  soja  en·  conserve 
<TiiiiX  d'histaminetrop  elevc) 
Cilnned  tuna  fish  from  Morocco 
(too  high  level  of  histamine) 
3.7  Lilnaoustes  enti~res cuites,  congelces 
(ir•toxicntion alimentaire:  cnuses  inconnues) 
rro7.cn  cooked  lobster 
(poisoning:  cause  unknown) 
3.8  C:11isses  de  grenoui llcs 
(dnstridium et  escherischia) 
f  IIJ~]S 
1  legs 
!J. ') 
t, ln•;trirli11m  illld  esclll~risr:hi••) 
!i tr•olines  (taux  d'histJrnine  t.rop  clevc> 
~; .• r d i n e s  ( too  h i g h  lev  e l  of  h i s t: am i 11 e ) 
3.10  P.ile  d'nrachides  (aflatoxines) 
Pt•Jnut  butter  (af latox ins) 
3.11  Thon  a l'huile  de  soja 
Ttrrlil  fish 
4.  C~s  en  1982  c·  .. :-.es  in  1982 
:. • 1  r olt:lS  dt:  ::.vle  congeles · 
I  ., 
+ • L 
I  'I  '·-' 
I,. 6 
4.7 
<.~rit~res  bacteriologiques  insatisfaisants) 
Ftozen  fillet  of  sole 
<•msatisfactory  bacteriological  criteria) 
<:.•ormon  en  conserve 
l.tnxines  de  botulisme) 
C •lined  salmon 
lr•Dt.ulism  toxins) 
:i.ltHnon  en  conserve 
(o·ontamination  microbienne). 
Cumed  salmon 
lr"icrobial  contamination) 
l.ol•lcttes  de  chocolat  (salrnonelles) 
llrocolilte  bilrs  (sCJlmonella) 
C••!v•~tles  JC.cor-tiqui:•es  et  congeleer. 
'·  :ritcres  bacter-iologiques  insatisfaisants) 
I ,,,,.en  sheLLed  pr·<lwns 
r ., ;  1  ·; at i s fa c t. or· y  b;; c t e r i o L  o 9 i c il L  c r ·j  t 0 r i a ) 
ilion  en  conserve  (taux  d'histaminc  trop  eteve) 
C.1nnecl  tuna  fish  (too  high  Level  of  histamine) 
Haricots  verts  surgeles 
(solanum  nigr·urn) 
Quick-frozen  ~rcen beans 
(solanum  nigrum) 
14.10.1981 
14.10.1981 
?. '• • 11 • 1 9 8'1 
25.11.19R1 
10.12.1981 
14.12.1981 
5.2.1982 
7.2.1982 
23.4.1982 
28.7.1982 
10.8.1982 
23.8.1982 
13.10.1982 4.9 
Bouchons  en  forme  de  tetines 
(dinoensions  du  bouchon) 
Sweet  bottles 
<size  of  the  stopper) 
Tomales  pcl~es en  conserve  <taux  en  &tain  trop  ~lev&) 
Cilnned  peeled  tomatoes  from  Italy  (too  high  lev~l of  tin) 
5.  C;•~•  en  1983 
'i. 1  (1: I  ';•!:;  dr.  op·o·l)  IIi  ll.t·~;  •;tJI'Ul'lces 
l  :;  I  Lilli)\ ll' ll.l) 
.2 
5.3 
5.5 
1.6 
,.  ~ 
.J./ 
5.8 
5.9 
o,, 1 ck-f rozen  frogs'  le~JS 
i s.olmorwlla) 
Concentres  de  bouillon  de  legumes  contenant  des  extraits 
de  lcvure  (bacillus  cerus) 
Concentrates  of  vegetable  soup  containing  yeast  extracts 
(b:Jcillus  cerus) 
111-~  (belladona) 
Tc.J  Cbelladona) 
Boolhons 
<~11 utamates) 
5~~~ts  Cglutamates) 
Hilrres  de  chocolat  fourr~s 
<  p::-n tach lore-phenol) 
Filled chocolate  bars 
( 1-·.nt ach lore-phenol) 
ll··'ltrin~  fu111es  en  conservf'  (rnercurc) 
(..,,,rlt:J  SIIIOkcd  shark  (quicksilver) 
Clo.or11pignons  en  conserve  (toxincs  du  bolul isrne) 
Clllllt'  d  m  us  II roo  rn s  ( b o t u l i s m  t p x i n s ) 
Phle  ~  tartiner  (toxines  du  botulisme) 
p,,:;te  for  !'prcading  <botulism  toxins) 
Fr·JL•s  rle  cacao  contorninces  rar  de  L 'hui le 
IJ  i 1-r:on  t Clrn i nCl t eel  cocou  beun!; 
:J • '10  I •' '  ~  d  !.'  v <t n i l l c  ( f o r rn o L> 
•:.-·chcs  of  vor.illa  (forrnol) 
5. 1·1  ~''  i.:  (contCln,in;:,tion  rnicrobienne) 
.... _,cheese  CmicroiJial  contominution) 
5.12  i·'••·:,!;ter  (contarr.inution  microbienne) 
i·1•.•~lstcr  cl1cesc  (microbiill  contamination) 
14.12.1982 
19.12.1982 
'•.1.1933 
27.1.1983 
'•.2.1983 
8.?.  19fl~ 
21.2.1983 
?.3.1'/f',?. 
22.:5.1Y83 
11.1,,1983 
28.4.1983 
11,. 9.1983 
13.10.1983 
16.11.1983 6.  c~s  en  1984 
·c.i~nT984 
6.1 
6.2 
6.3 
(, ·'· 
C~cahu~tes  (aflatoxines) 
r~nnuts  (aflatoxins) 
Crevettes  (contamination  par  shigelles) 
Shrimps  (contamination  by  shigella) 
Tis~ne de  bardane  (pr6sence  de  racines  de  belladone) 
ll~rll  tea  of  b.:Jrdane  (presence  of  root  of  belladona) 
•  .111  prtt:Jhl•'  (nitralr~r,) 
l•r  tnkin!J  Will~r  (nitrate~;) 
! :·,les  illirnr!ntaircs  (pd>sence  d0.  ~;tilphylocoques  dilns  certaines 
l.,~aunes) 
l'ilsta  (presence  of  staphylococcus  in  certain  lasagne) 
6.6  Feux  d'artifice  de  petites tailles 
~111all  fireworks 
6.7  Ccrcales  traitees  au  dibromure  d'ethylcne 
Cereals  treated with  ethylene  dibromide 
6.8  Poudres  a cternuer 
Sneezing  powders 
6.9  c:,jets  c6ramiques  (contamination  par  le  plomb) 
c(~rilmic  vessels  (Lead  contaminati'on) 
6.10  R~sidus de  pentachlorophenol  sur  les  bois  des  caisses 
utilis~es pour  l'envoi  d'oranges 
l'cntachlorophcnol  residues  on  the  wood  of  fruit  crates 
6.11  P~t6  de  Normandie  (salmonella> 
french  pate  (s<llmonella) 
6.12  rrulilage  fondu  <Liquefie) 
f·le lIed  cheese 
{•.13  A~.rwr·ges  en  conserve  (  toxines  du  botulisme) 
C.1nned  aspara~JUS  (!Jotulisrn  toxins) 
6.11,  Vidnde  de  kannourou  (non  fondrD 
1: .JIIqd roo  rneil t  (unfounded) 
t;.  I)  (iOIIH,res  colorees  aronratisees  (plomb  et  cadmium) 
Clllourcd  ilnd  flavoured  gums  Clcad  and  cadmium) 
6.16  f'.]te  creme  (contamine  par  salmonella  isangui) 
cr~am  p5t~  (contaminated  by  salmonella  isangui) 
6.17  r>5tc 
P.H e 
6.18  Gornmes  a macher  (aluminium  E  173) 
Che1-1ing  gum  (aluminium  E  173) 
4.1.1984-
16.1.1984 
23.1.1984 
2).1.1984 
7. 2.1984 
9.2.1984 
23.2.1984 
28.2.1984 
1?..:1.1984 
28.3.1%4 
27.6.1981, 
10.7.1984 
6.8.1984 
17.9.  1981, 
26.10.198'· 
7.11 • 1984 
23.11.1984 
20.12.1984 7.  Cas  en  1985 
Cuses  in  1985 
7.1  Pates  aux  oeufs  et  aux  cpinards 
(contamination  par  staphylocoques) 
Pasta  ~ith eggs  and  spinach 
(contaminated  by  starhylococcus) 
7.2  Barrcs  MARS  (SABOTAGE) 
(actcs  de  sabotage  au  Jaron,  France  et  au  Royaumc  Uni) 
Mfi11S  bars 
(';!dlllTfdiF  in  J,lpoln,  fr;HH:t!  .1nd  lht>  llnit.t!d  Kin!Jdom) 
7.3  La:;aqne  da  forno  (slotphyloco'lues  aureus> 
Ll:;ill_ln!!  ( s t arhy lococcus  illii'CU$) 
·7.4  Vins  (contenant  du  diethylene  glycol) 
wines  <containing diethylene  glycol> 
7.5  Jus  de  raisins  (contaminc  aux  diethylene  glycol) 
grape  juice  (contaminated  by  diethylene  glycol) 
7.6  Preraration  pour  glaccs 
(l'rescnce  de  dieth>·lene  glycol  monoethyl  ether)  (MEG) 
Icc  mixes 
(with  monethyl  ether  of  diethylene  glycol)  (MEG) 
7.7  L.;J:>in  surgele  (faible  teneur  en  DDT> 
Quick-frozen  rabbit  (DDT  content)· 
7.8  Tornates  et  pommes  de  terre  (pestiddes) 
Tomatoes  ~nd potatoes  (pesticides) 
7.lJ  f·LJi:rena  (chloro-phenol> 
li.lizena  (chlorophenol) 
7.10  flrmbons  ~Jommes  Ccontenant  du  diethylene  glycol) 
r; ll  m  s wee t s  ( con  t n i n i n 9  d i e t h y len  e  g l y co l) 
7.11  Conserves  de  haricots  verts  (corrs  etranger  toxiClue) 
C-1nned  green  beans  (foreign  toxic  substance) 
7. 1?.  !.;1 Silgne  ( cont ami nnt ion  rilr  s taphy locoques) 
l.a~agne  (contaminated  by  staphylococcus) 
7.13  rromnge  cont0nant  DEG 
(:;tatistiqur:~  pendnnt  une  periode  1980/81/82/83) 
G[G  in  cheese  and  curd 
•>.tatistics  during  period  1980/81/82/83) 
7.14  :codium  azide  dans  ccrtilin  vin~ 
~odium azide  in  certain  wines 
7.15  Conserves  de  haricots  contenant  des  baics  de  solanum  nigrum 
Canned  beans  containing  berries  of  solanum  nigrum 
8.5.1985 
8. 7 .1')1l5 
R."/.1985 
12.7.1985 
5.8.1985 
7.3.1985 
28.8.1985 
29.8.198S 
23.').  ~'78~ 
1.10.19tlS 
16.10.1')13~ 
31.10.1985 
6. 11 . 1985 7.16  Tomates  en  conserves  contamin~es  Codeurs  ind~sirables) 
Contaminated  tinned  tomatoes  for  pizza 
(abnormal  smell  reminding  of  faecal  origin) 
7.17  DEG  dans  le  champagne 
DEG  in  champagne 
7.18  Denr~es alimentaires  empoisonn~es pnr  une  organisation 
terroriste 
food  poisoned  by  a  terrorist  organization 
7.19  Lait  en  poudre  cont~min& par  salmonella 
l'll'  .. uio~rPd  mill<  r.ontarnin;rlt~d  by  salmonella 
El •  r  I •;  I"! n  I t,l8 6 
d. 1 
8.2 
8.3 
c  ·it~ e·s--11-1  T9sc"l 
Menaces  d'empoisonnement  du  th~ 
Threats  of  poisoning  of  tea 
Mennces  d'empoisonnement  de  produits  alimentaires 
Tl!r·eats  of  poisoning  of  food  products 
1·1ulathion  dans  le  seigle 
~:.1l.1thion  in  rye 
"  8.4  Conserves  de  tomates 
C.1:•ned  tom.:~t ocs 
8.5  Brie  contamin~ 
(information  parue  dans  le  National  Dairy  News  du  28.2.1986) 
(ontuminated  brie 
(information  appeared  in  the  National  Dairy  News  of  2R.2.1986) 
B.fo  l~<.il;)tion  de  denree!J  alimentaires 
Ir .. italion  of  foodstuffs 
~- 7  Vr·.·wx  traites  aux  hormones 
V!'n L  treated  with  hormones 
8.B  Vins  frelates  par  du  methanol 
\.lior~s  poisoned  by  methanol 
l.l.lJ  v ;,,:.;  contenant  du  diethylene  ~1lycol 
~;iroes  containin~1 diethylene  glycol 
8.10  \'·~''l!lOUth  COiltCnJnt  du  rneth.Jnol 
ve:rnouth  containing  methanol 
8.11  r:t:l)'lcarbarnate  dans  les  spiritucux 
Ft~•ylcarbamate  in  spirits 
8.12  G0isson  alcoolis&e  contaminee  par. 
l'hydroxydc  de  sodium 
hlcoholic  drink  contaminated  by 
sodium  hydroxide 
7. 11.1985 
19 .'11. 1985 
9.12.1985 
23.12.1985 
7.1.1986 
9.1 .1986 
29.1.1986 
~f'  .,  •  "'.,. 
LU. L. I  '101.J 
28.2.1986 
5.3.1986 
13.3.1986 
20.3.1986 
') • t,  • 1  <) 8 6 
28.4.1986 
28.1,.1986 
30.4.1986 8.13  Accident  de  Tchernobyl 
Tchcrnobyl  accident 
8.14  Fromage  contamine  par  bacteries 
Cheese  co~taminated by  bacteria 
8.15  Oetecte  per.icilline dans  689  cartons 
11bovine  eye  rounds
11 
Detected penicillin  in  689  cases  of  "bovine  eyerounds" 
8.16  Moules  fraiches  contaminecs  par  La  Saxit~xine. 
Fresh  mussels  contaminated  by  Saxitoxine 
9.  CAS  EN  1987 
(,rsES  IN  1987 
9.1 
9.2 
9.3 
9 .:. 
9.5 
9. {, 
f). 7 
Reclassification du  Ma1s. 
Mais  reclassification. 
Vins  contenant  de  l
1Ethylene  glycol. 
Wines  containing  Ethylenglycol. 
Cafe  vert  en  grains  contenant  des  Aflatoxincs. 
Green  coffee  beans  containing  Aflatoxincs. 
~i;·.ulcs  congolees  traitees par  irr-adiation. 
Fr·ozcn  mussels  treated  by  irradiation. 
Moules  en  conserves  contaminecs  par  La  Saxitoxine. 
Canned  mussels  poisenned  by  Saxitoxine. 
\' i n  ~  r~ r t i f i c i e I s. 
;, • t if i c i ilL  1-1 i ne s. 
Asperges  en  conserves.  (  6.13  du  6.8.1984) 
C;.nned  asparagus. 
9.?.  Ol'ufs  Liquides  imrortE·s  en  Allemagne 
Liquid  eggs  imrorted  into  Germany 
IJ.'i  f'r•sidtJs  de  resticides  dans  les  fraises  et  d<ms 
l r: :;  pap r i k  i1  d 
1 or i g in  a i r e  cf 
1 E  s  fJ a g  n e 
r·!·sticide  residues  on  stril~berries  and  peppers 
or·iginating  from  Spain 
9. ~0  Eiotoxines  dans  Les  coquillages 
Biotoxins  in  shellfish 
9.i1  Lcssive  de  Soude  dans  le  Jus  d
10range 
Soda  lye  in  Orange  Juice 
30.4.1986 
31.5.1986 
17.7.1986· 
'·.12.1986 
9.  1.1987 
23.  1. 1987 
23.  1.1987 
11.  2.1987 
16.  2.1987 
13.  I,. 1987 
8.  5.1987 
'··  6.1987 
4.  6.1987 
9.  6.1987 9.12  Biotoxine  dans  L~s  Moules  fraiches 
Biotoxin  in  raw  Mussels 
- .lo-
9.13  Moules  en  conserves  contaminees  par  Saxitoxine 
Canned  Mussels  poisenned  by  Saxitoxine 
See  case  9.5  of  16.2.1987 
9.14  Toxine  PSP  dans  les  Mollusques  vivants  Portugais 
PSP  toxin  in  Portugese  live  Molluscs 
9.15  P.S.P.  dans  les  moules 
P.S.P.  in  mussels 
9.16  Residus  de  soufre  et  de  cuivre  dans  les  raisins 
Ita liens 
Residues  of  sulphur  ~nd copper  in  Italien grapes 
9.17  Sacterie  Listeria  monocytogene  dans  les  Fromages 
du  type  "VJI.CHER!N  MONT  D'OR" 
Bacteria  Listeria  monocytogene  in  Cheese  of  the 
type  of  "VA.CHER!N  MONT  D'OR" 
9.18  Mollusque  bivalve  a  Canada 
Shellfish  poisoning  in  Canada 
10  CAS  EN  1988 
CASES  IN  1988 
10.1  Jus  d'orange  contaminee  par  ferrocy2nJre  de  potassium 
Orange  juice  contaminated  with  potassium  ferrocyanide 
10.~  Salmonella  Typhimurium  124  dans  una  saucisse  du 
t:-·pe  "SALAMI" 
Sal~on~lla Typhimurium  124  in  a  sausage  of  the 
sr:· 1 .ami  type 
Tot~l  122  f2.2.1988) 
17.  6.1987 
28.  8.1987 
1.  9.1987 
8.10.1987 
8.10.1987 
27.11.1987 
14.12.1987 
8.  1.1988 
2.  2.1988 No.  Cas  non-alimentaires  retus 
jusqu'au 31  decembre  1987 
Non-food  cases  received 
up  to 31  December  1987 
ANNEXE  III 
Danger  npparent 
App&rent  danger 
50150/88/RTC 
Date  re~ue 
Date  received 
------------------------------------------------------
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Pistolet jouet 
Toy  Pistol 
Neu  Grobots  etc. articles 
de  nouveautc gonflants 
New  Grobots  etc. 
expanding  novelties 
Pistolet  jouet 
Toy  pistol 
Radio  portative 
Portable  radio 
P5te de  modellage 
Modelling  clay 
Insecticide clectrique 
Insect  killer 
Caravanne 
Caravan 
Lumicre  d'aquariua 
Aquarium  light 
Monte-chaise-roulante 
par escalier 
Stairway  lift for  wheelchair 
Chaudi~re 5  vapeur  pour 
protheses dentaires 
Steam  stcriliser for 
fe1lse  teeth 
Ballon a air chaud  (miniature) 
Hot  air balloon  (miniature) 
Pistolet  jouet 
Toy  pistol 
Treuil a moteur 
~iotor winch 
Plongeur electrique 
Immersion  heater  (not  fixed) 
llamac 
Hammock 
fer a souder 
Soldering  iron 
Chauffc-eau 
Immersion  heater  (fixed) 
Fer a souder 
Soldering  iron 
incendie des particles 
chaudes des  nmor~es 
fire  from  hot  particles 
of  cap 
si avale, it gonfle 
dans  L'estomac. 
if swallowed  expands 
in  the  stomach. 
ricochet des  balles 
ricochet  of  bullets 
choc  Clectrique 
electric shock 
cas  non-conforme  aux  criteres 
case  did  not  satisfy criteria 
choc  Clectrique 
electric shock 
1)  intoxication par gas 
2)  incendie 
3)  choc  clectrique 
1)  gas  poisoning 
2)  fire 
3)  electric  shock 
choc  clectrique 
electric  shock 
descente incontrolee 
; 
uncontrolled descent 
echaudure 
scalding 
incendie 
fire 
trop puissant 
too  powerful 
retour de  manivelle 
backfiring 
incendie 
fire 
chute 
fall 
choc  etectriquc 
electric  shock 
choc  Clectriquc 
electric  shock 
idem 
idem 
28.05.1985 
20.11.1985 
20.02.1986 
20.02.1986 
02.04.1986 
27.06.1986 
04.07.1986 
04.07.198 
04.07.1986 
04.07.1986 
04.07.1986 
04.07.1986 
25.07.1986 
11.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 Page  2 
No.  Cas  non-ali~entaires retus 
jusqu'au 31  dece~bre 1987 
Non-food  cases  received 
up  to  31  December  1987 
ANNEXE  III 
Danger  Apparent  Date  re~u 
Apparent  danger  Date  received 
'------------------------------------------------
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Cordon  prolongateur 
Extension  lead 
Fer a repasser 
Smoothing  iron 
Applique  pour  lampe 
Light  fixture 
Bloc  cobile a prise  ~ultiplc 
Free-standing electric  adaptor 
Fusibles  industriels 
Industrial  fuses 
Fiche  bipolaire 
T\.lo-pin  plug 
Radiateur clectrique  (marque  1) 
Electric  radiator  (brand  1) 
Radiateur clectrique  (marque  2) 
Electric  radiator  (brand  2) 
Boite de  deviation 
Junction  box 
Radiateur clectrique  (marque  3) 
Electric  radiator  (brand  3) 
Condensateur  (marque  1> 
Condenser  (brand  1) 
Condensateur  (marqu~ 2) 
Condenser  (brand  2) 
Friteuse 
Deep-fryer 
Filtre d'aquariua 
Aquarium  filter 
Lumiere  d'aquariua 
Aquarium  light 
Four  jouet 
Toy  electric  oven 
Ventilateur clectrique 
Electric  fan  heater 
Compteur  d'amour  magique 
Magic  love  maker 
Chaine  lumineuse  de  Noel 
Christmas  tree  lights 
Cafetiere clectrique 
Electric  coffee  maker 
Insta-mouss  <vehicule 
miniature gonflant) 
Insta-mouss  (miniature 
expanding  toy  vehicle) 
Tournevis  pour  tester 
La  tension du  secteur 
Screwdriver/maintester 
ide~ 
idem 
idea 
idem 
idea 
idem 
idea 
idem 
explosion 
explosion 
choc  Clectrique 
electric  shock 
idea 
idem 
ideo 
idem 
ide11 
idem 
idem 
idem 
ide11 
idem 
idea 
idem 
idea 
idem 
choc  Clectrique 
electric  shock 
idem 
idem 
idem 
idem 
idem 
idem 
methanol 
methanol 
choc  electrique 
electric  shock 
idem 
idem 
expansion  apres 
avalement 
expansion  after 
swallowing 
choc  Clectrique 
electric  shock 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
29.07.1986 
12.09.1986 
12.09.1986 
20.10.1986 
24.11.1986 
27.12.1986 
27.12.1986 
20.01.1987 
02.03.1987 
28.05.1987 Pnge  3 
No. 
41 
42 
43 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
Cas  non-aliaentaires  re~us 
jusqu'au 31  deceabre 1987 
Non-food  cases  received 
up  to  31  December  1987 
Montre-bracelet/briquet 
Watch/lighter 
Toboggan  attache au  lit 
superpose 
Slide on  bunk  bed 
Jouet  poussette 
Toy  push-chair 
Poussette 
Push-chair 
Ouvre-boHe 
Tin  opener 
Jouet  poussette 
Toy  push-chair 
Cuisiniere a gaz 
gas  cooker 
Therr:toplongeur 
Immersion  heater 
Recipient  auto-chauffant 
pour alir..ents 
Self-heating food-container 
Tirelire <cochon> 
Piggy  bank 
Radiateur a accumulation 
Electric  ~torage heater 
Raiateur  radiant 
Radiant  electric fire 
Elements  de  remplacement 
pour  fusibles 
Pilrts  for  fuse 
Lampe  de  table  halogene 
Halogene  table  lamp 
Lampe  de  table halogcne 
Halogene  table  lamp 
Essoreuse 
Spin  drier 
Trancheuse  electrique 
Electric  kitchen  slicer 
Brosse aspirnnte 
Hcnd-held  brush  vacuum 
cleaner 
Poupee  clown  musicale 
Musiacl  clown  doll 
Danger  Apparent 
Apparent  danger 
aettre feu  aux 
vetements 
setting fire  to  clothing 
chute 
fall 
aux  doigts 
to fingers 
rupture du  cadre 
collapse of  frame 
projection de  La  poignee 
risk  of  handle  flying 
off 
aux  doigts 
to fingers 
brulOres,  explosion 
burns,  explosion 
choc  Hectrique 
electric  shock 
fuite des  substances 
caustiques 
escape of  caustic 
substances 
empoisonnement 
poisoning 
choc  Hectrique/ 
chaleur excessive 
electric shock/ 
excessive  heat 
choc  etectrique 
electric  shock 
idem 
idem 
choc  etectrique 
electric  shock 
idem 
dem 
laceration des  mains 
laceration  to  hands 
choc  Clectrique 
electric  shock 
idem 
idem 
etouffement 
choking 
ANNEXE  I II 
Date  retu 
Date  received 
17.06.1987 
02.06.1987 
18.08.1987 
21.08.1987 
15.09.1987 
15.09.1987 
29.10.1987 
12.11.1987 
30.10.1987 
24.11.1987 
11.12.1987 
• 
II 
.. 
II 
• 
II 
II 
10.12.1987 . r-2\ 
ANNEX  IV 
Community  urrangements  for the early exchange  of  information in the event 
of  a  radiological emergency 
The  Council  Decision  <87/600/EURATOM)  of  14  December  1987  on  Community 
arrangements  for  the  errly  exchange  of  information  in  the  event  of  a 
radiological  emergency  provides  in  particular that  ~hen a  Member  State 
decides  to  take  measures  of  a  ~idespread nature,  in order  to  protect  the 
general  public  in  the  event  of  a  radiological  emergency,  that  Member 
State shall  : 
a)  forthwith  notify  these measures  to the  Commission  and  those  Member 
States which  are,  or  ~re  likely to  be,  affected and  indicate  the 
reasons  for  taking  them; 
b)  promptly  provide  the  Commission  and  those  Member  States  which  arc, 
or  are  likely  to  be,  affected  with  avai table  information  which 
will  permit,  the  foreseen  radiological  consequences,  if any,  in 
those  States,  to  be  minimized. 
The  above  information  shall  comprise,  as  far  as  practicable  and 
appropriate,  and  without  jeopardy  to matters  of  national  security,  the 
following  points  : 
•  the  nature  and· time  of  the  event,  its  exact  location  and  the 
facility or  the activity.involved; 
•  the  assumed  or  established  cause  and  the  foreseeable  development 
of the  accident  relevant  to  the  re~ease of  radioactive  materials; 
•  the  general  characteristics of  the  radioactive  release~  including 
the  nature,  probable  physical  and  chemical  form  and  the  quantity, 
comrosition  ~nd effective  height  of  the  radioactive  release; 
•  infornation  on  current  nnd  forecast  meteorological  and 
hydroloaical  conditions,  necessary  for  forecasting  the  dispersion 
of  the  radioactive  release; 
•  the  results  of  environmental  monitoring; 
•  the  result£  of  measurements  of  foodstuffs, 
drinking  water; 
•  the  protective  measures  taken  or  planned; 
feedingstuffs  and 
•  the  measures  taken,  or planned,  to  inform the  public; 
•  the  predicted  bahaviour  over  time  of  the  radioactive  release. 
1  O.J.  N°  L 371  of  30.12.1987,  p.76 Upon  receipt  of  the  information  provided for  by  this  Decision,  any  Member 
State  shall  : 
~a) promptly  inform  the  Commission  of  the  measures  taken  and 
recommendations  issued following  the  receipt  of  such  information; 
b)  inform  the  Commission,  at  appropriate  intervals, of  the  levels  of 
radioactivity  measured  by  their  monitoring  facilities  in 
foodstuffs,  feedingstuffs,  drinkiPg  water  and  the environment. 
For  its part,  the  Commission  has  the  task of  immediately  retransmitting 
the  information  received  to  the  other  Member  States.  Likewise  it  shall 
forward  to  all  Member  States  any  information  it  receives  about 
significant  increases  in  the  Level  of  radioactivity  or  about  Community 
countries  and  especially those  adjacent  to the  Community. 
This  system satisfies all obligations  arising  under  the Vienna  Convention 
of  26  September  1986  on  the  early  notification  of  a  nuclear  accident, 
drawn  up  under  the  auspices  of  the  International  Atomic  Energy  Agency, 
which  the  Council  decided  to  join  on  14  December  1987  and  allows  the 
Commission  to carry out  the  tasks  which  are  assigned  to it by  the  Euratom 
Treaty,  which  involves  overseeing  the  monitoring  of  the  Levels  of 
environmental  radioactivity  in the  Member  States. 